Abstract. Network intrusions are becoming more and more sophisticated to detect. To mitigate this issue, intrusion detection systems (IDSs) have been widely deployed in identifying a variety of attacks and collaborative intrusion detection networks (CIDNs) have been proposed which enables an IDS to collect information and learn experience from other IDSs with the purpose of improving detection accuracy. A CIDN is expected to have more power in detecting attacks such as denial-of-service (DoS) than a single IDS. In real deployment, we notice that each IDS has different levels of sensitivity in detecting different types of intrusions (i.e., based on their own signatures and settings). In this paper, we propose a machine learning-based approach to assign intrusion sensitivity based on expert knowledge and design a trust management model that allows each IDS to evaluate the trustworthiness of others by considering their detection sensitivities. In the evaluation, we explore the performance of our proposed approach under different attack scenarios. The experimental results indicate that by considering the intrusion sensitivity, our trust model can enhance the detection accuracy of malicious nodes as compared to existing similar models.
Introduction
Network intrusions (e.g., worms, spamware, Trojans, virus, etc.) have become more and more sophisticated and harmful [25] . To mitigate this problem, intrusion detection systems (IDSs) have been widely deployed in current computers and networks aiming to defend against a variety of attacks, and these detection systems have already become an essential component for current defense mechanism [21] .
Traditionally, these intrusion detection systems can be classified into two general types based on their protected environments 1 [21] : host-based IDS (HIDS) and network-based IDS (NIDS). The HIDS detects abnormal executions by logging and analyzing system events within a single host while the NIDS is mainly monitoring and analyzing network traffic for identifying suspicious activities. But in a large-scale network environment, a single IDS cannot detect some certain attacks such as denial-of-service (DoS) and distributed DoS (DDoS). The potential damage of these attacks can be significant if failed detected (i.e., causing paralysis of the entire network). In addition, an isolated IDS would be easily bypassed by unknown or novel exploits.
To resolve this issue, IDS collaboration is an effective way to enhance the detection capability of a single IDS. Thus, intrusion detection network (IDN) has been developed, which is a collaborative IDS network, with the purpose of strengthening a single IDS by collecting knowledge and learning experience from other IDS nodes. This collaborative IDN (CIDN) [28] is expected to enhance the overall detection accuracy of intrusion assessment and improve the possibility of identifying novel attacks. However, attackers can compromise some peers (or some IDS nodes) in the CIDN and utilize these compromised peers to invade or against the collaborative network. These malicious peers can make use of some attacks including Sybil attacks, newcomer attacks, betrayal attacks to lower the effectiveness and efficiency of a CIDN by sending false information and compromising other honest IDS nodes within the network. In these cases, designing a robust CIDN (i.e., effectively evaluating the trustworthiness of each IDS in the network) becomes very crucial and essential to improve its detection capability and protect this network against insider attacks.
Contributions. In our previous work [12] , we have identified that each IDS has different levels of sensitivity in detecting particular intrusions and proposed a notion of intrusion sensitivity. Our goal of this paper is thus designing a trust management model based on intrusion sensitivity to improve the robustness of CIDNs. In particular, we begin by reviewing recent works of building trust models regarding intrusion detection. We then detail the notion of intrusion sensitivity and build an intrusion sensitivity-based trust management model for a CIDN. Our contributions of this work can be summarized as below:
-We review some related works about establishing trust models in the field of intrusion detection and introduce the tuned CIDN's framework to adapt to our model, which consists of several major components including IDS nodes, trust management component, collaboration component, communication component and query component. -Our previous work [12] proposed a notion of intrusion sensitivity that measures the detection sensitivity of an IDS in detecting different kinds of intrusions. This work we thus aim to develop an intrusion sensitivity-based trust management model for CIDNs. To automatically realize the assessment of intrusion sensitivity, we further develop a query component and an expert knowledge-based KNN classifier to allocate the sensitivity level. -In the evaluation, we simulated a collaborative intrusion detection network and certain attacks to investigate the performance of our proposed trust management model under different attack scenarios. The experimental results indicate that our proposed model by considering the intrusion sensitivity is more efficient and sensitive in detecting malicious nodes as compared to other similar trust models.
The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows. In Section 2, we review some related works about trust models in collaborative intrusion detection networks; Section 3 describes our proposed trust model in detail including CIDN framework, intrusion sensitivity and trust evaluation, and analyzes the robustness of the trust model against several common attacks. Section 4 presents experimental settings and describes experimental results and Section 5 analyzes some limitations and challenges. Finally, we conclude our work with future directions in Section 6.
Related Work
Intuitively, an isolated (or single) intrusion detection system has no information about the whole protected environment and thus is more likely to be bypassed by novel intrusions. To resolve this issue, collaborative intrusion detection networks (CIDNs) [28] have been proposed and implemented which enable an IDS node to achieve more accurate detection by collecting and learning useful information from other IDS nodes.
A number of trust models have been proposed for CIDNs. For instance, Janakiraman and Zhang [9] proposed Indra, a distributed scheme based on sharing information between trusted peers in a network to guard a peer-to-peer network as a whole against intrusion attempts. Li et al. [11] identified that most distributed intrusion detection systems (DIDS) relied on centralized fusion, or distributed fusion with unscalable communication mechanisms, and then proposed a DIDS based on the emerging decentralized location and routing infrastructure. The experimental results showed that their methods could greatly outperform the traditional hierarchical approach when facing large amounts of diverse intrusion alerts. However, these approaches assume that all peers are trusted which is vulnerable to insider attacks (i.e., some nodes become malicious). Several distributed intrusion detection systems can be classified as:
-Centralized/Hierarchical systems: Emerald [16] and DIDS [22] ; -Publish/subscribe systems: COSSACK [15] and DOMINO [29] ; -P2P Querying based systems: Netbait [2] and PIER [8] .
To identify insider attacks, Duma et al. [3] proposed a P2P-based overlay for intrusion detection (Overlay IDS) that mitigated the insider threat by using a trust-aware engine for correlating alerts and an adaptive scheme for managing trust. The trust-aware correlation engine is capable of filtering out warnings sent by untrusted or low quality peers, while the adaptive trust management scheme uses past experiences of peers to predict their trustworthiness. But a major issue is that the past experience of a peer has the same impact regardless of the age of its experience. To resolve this problem, Fung et al. [4] proposed a HIDS collaboration framework that enables each HIDS to evaluate the trustworthiness of others based on its own experience by means of a forgetting factor. The forgetting factor can give more emphasis on the recent experience of the peer. Later, Fung et al. [5] improved their proposed trust management model by using a Dirichlet-based model to measure the level of trustworthiness among IDS nodes according to their mutual experience. This model had strong scalability properties and was robust against common insider threats and the experimental results demonstrated that the new model could improve robustness and efficiency. As the mechanism of feedback aggregation is a key component in the above trust model, Fung et al. [6] further applied a Bayesian approach to feedback aggregation to minimize the combined costs of missed detection and false alarm. Their experiments indicated that the Bayesian approach could make an improvement in the true positive detection rate and a reduction in the average cost.
In addition, Quercia et al. [18] proposed a distributed trust framework that satisfied a broader range of properties, which evolved an expressive and tractable trust calculation based on Bayesian formalization, protected user anonymity and integrated a risk-aware decision module. Then, Li et al. [10] proposed an objective trust management framework (OTMF ) using a modified Bayesian approach where the trust in the provider of second-hand information is considered when evaluating trust. They further conducted a performance evaluation and security analysis on OTMF, and the results showed that the OTMF was more effective and robust as compared to similar frameworks.
Many theories have also been investigated to evaluate the trustworthiness of communication entities such as Information Theory, Game theory and Grey Theory. For example, Sun et al. [24] presented an information theoretic framework to quantitatively measure trust and model trust propagation in Ad Hoc networks. In their framework, trust is a measure of uncertainty with its value represented by entropy. They developed four Axioms that addressed the basic understanding of trust and the rules for trust propagation. The simulations showed that their approach could significantly improve the network throughput as well as effectively detect malicious behaviors in Ad Hoc networks. Tuan [26] used the game theory to model and analyze the processes of reporting and exclusion in a P2P network. They found that if a reputation system was not incentive compatible, the more numbers of peers in the system, the less likely that anyone will report about a malicious peer. Later, Cai et al. [1] proposed a novel risk assessment method based on grey theory to identify the malicious recommendations. They further showed that grey theory was suitable for P2P networks.
In our previous work [12] , we identified that different IDSs may have different levels of sensitivity in detecting different types of intrusions and proposed a notion of intrusion sensitivity, which helps detect intrusions and correlate IDS alerts through emphasizing the impact of an expert IDS. 2 Based on the notion, in this work, we aim to design an intrusion sensitivity-based trust management model for CIDNs and compare our model with some similar models in the evaluation. The experimental results under several attack scenarios indicate that our approach can improve the accuracy of identifying insider attacks as compared to the existing trust models.
CIDN Framework and Intrusion Sensitivity-Based Trust Management Model
A CIDN can enable single IDS nodes to connect, communicate and cooperate with others. In this work, we design a query component to allocate its values and consequently establish a trust management model. In this section, we modify a CIDN framework (without a centralized server) based on our previous work [12] , introduce how to assign the value of intrusion sensitivity and how to evaluate the trustworthiness of an IDS node.
CIDN Design
In Fig. 1 If a node requests to join this collaborative network, it needs to register to a trusted certificate authority (CA) and get its unique proof of identity (including a public key and a private key). For example as shown in Fig. 1 , if node D wants to join the CIDN, then it can send a request to a network node, say node A. After receiving the request, node A can send back the decision (either accept or decline). If node D is accepted to join the network, it can then receive an initial partner list from node A.
Trust Management Component. This component is responsible for evaluating the trustworthiness of other nodes. In this work, we mainly consider two types of trust: feedback-based trust and packet-based trust, aiming to provide a comprehensive trust evaluation in this component:
-Feedback-based trust is established based on the feedbacks from partner nodes (which appear in the partner list ). The feedback will be sent and received by a collaboration component. -Packet-based trust is computed based on the received benign packets and total packets from the target node. This type of trust is objective and is helpful for determining a trusted route and identify malicious nodes. Query Component. This is a key component in our designed framework, which can send a set of queries to a target node in which a query mainly contains a series of alarms (e.g., 5 to 10) while answers are alarm rankings sent back from the target node. Basically, these answers are decided by the experience, configuration and settings of each IDS node. For example, Snort [23] has classified its rules to three different priorities, thus, the corresponding triggered alarms can be ranked according to the matched rules. On the contrary, certain alarms cannot be correctly classified if lacking of some rules. In this case, the specific intrusion sensitivity of an IDS node can be determined according to the answers. As shown in Fig. 1 , if node A sends a query to node C, then node C will send back an answer to node A. Intuitively, different IDS nods may have different levels of intrusion sensitivity with regard to each individual type of intrusions. For example, if an IDS node has more powerful rules in detecting a certain attack like denial of service attack (DoS ), then it can send back a more accurate alarm ranking for this attack and can be allocated a higher sensitivity level for this particular attack. Based on the different levels of intrusion sensitivity, we can emphasize the impact of expert nodes in detecting malicious nodes and attacks. In this work, the levels of intrusion sensitivity can be automatically assigned by means of a machine learning classifier (e.g., KNN) after receiving the answers. The details will be discussed later.
Collaboration Component. This component is mainly responsible for assisting a node to evaluate the trustworthiness (namely feedback-based trust ) of others by sending out requests and challenges (in a period of time), and collecting the corresponding feedback.
-Requests can be sent by an IDS node for alert consultation. For example, an IDS node may request other nodes to help determine the ranking of several alerts. A request is mainly used for alert aggregation and is beyond the scope of this paper. -Challenges are sent by an IDS node for evaluating the trustworthiness of another node in the partner list. In particular, this node knows the desirable feedback for the challenges so that it can evaluate the trustworthiness of other nodes by analyzing the received feedback (answers). -Feedback will be sent back from other IDS nodes for the corresponding requests and challenges. If an IDS node receives a request or challenge, this component will send back its feedback as the answers. As shown in Fig. 1 
Trust Evaluation
To evaluate the trustworthiness of a target node, an IDS node can sent a challenge to this target periodically using a random generation process. When receiving the feedback from the target node, the IDS node can give a score to reflect its satisfaction level. As we define two types of trust including feedbackbased trust (T fd ) and packet-based trust (T pt ), we develop a single metric called overall trust (T total ) to facilitate the trust evaluation as follows:
where W 1 and W 2 are weight values and
fd of node i according to node j, we can compute it by using the equation described as below:
where F j k ∈ [0, 1] is the score of the received feedback k and n is the total number of feedback. λ is a forgetting factor that assigns less weight to older feedback response. w s is a significant weight depends on the total number of received feedback, if there is only a few feedback under a certain minimum m, then w s = On the other hand, in this work, the packet-based trust of node i according to node j can be computed based on our another work [14] as below:
where k is the number of received benign packets and N is the total number of received packets. The detailed derivation and computation can refer to [14] .
Assignment of Intrusion Sensitivity. As described above, each IDS node can consult alert ranking from other nodes by sending out queries. After receiving the answers, a node thus can evaluate the intrusion sensitivity of other nodes accordingly. However, to automatically assign the levels of intrusion sensitivity is a big challenge [12] .
To address this issue, we identify that a machine learning classifier based on expert knowledge can be utilized. In this work, we thus use a k-nearest neighbors algorithm (KNN) to automatically allocate the values of intrusion sensitivity. The reasons of selecting this classifier are shown as below:
-The KNN classifier aims to classify objects based on the closest training examples in the feature space. That is, an object is classified in terms of its distances to the nearest cluster. In [13] , this classifier has proven to be effective in intrusion detection with a high detection accuracy. -In addition, this classifier can achieve a faster speed with lower computational burden as compared to other classifiers like neural networks in the phases of both training and classification. These properties are desirable when deployed in a resource-limited platform like an IDS node.
To evaluate and assign the intrusion sensitivity of other nodes using the KNN classifier, there are generally two steps shown as follows:
-We first obtain several scores for the feedback based on expert knowledge and build a classifier model. In this work, we employ three experts from recognized organization regarding intrusion detection and Honeypot 3 to give scores for different sets of queries and answers. We then use a KNN classifier to establish a model. -When evaluating the intrusion sensitivity of a target node i, a node j can send a query to node i and obtain the answers. We then use the KNN classifier to assign a value to node i as I i s by means of the established model.
In Fig. 2 , we give an example to illustrate the assignment of intrusion sensitivity of a node using the KNN classifier. The white point is the incoming feedback waiting for assignment, while based on expert knowledge, we have obtained a set of clusters that are composed of black points (i.e., cluster of Rate 0.5 ). Then, the KNN classifier calculates the Euclidean distance (e.g., ED1, ED2, ED3) between the white-point and the other three clusters respectively. The shorter the Fig. 2 . A case to illustrate the assignment of intrusion sensitivity to a node using the KNN classifier distance, the more similar they are. The Euclidean distance between two points can be computed as below:
where P 1 i and P 2 i are the values of the ith attribute of points P 1 and P 2 respectively. In real scenarios, each point can be treated as an answer to a query, and each alarm (and its ranking) in the answer can be regarded as an attribute. In this case, we can compute the Euclidean distance between the current answer and the desirable answer. In Fig. 2 , the Euclidean distance between the write point and a cluster (e.g., ED1) can be calculated as below:
where ED j cluster means the Euclidean distance between a target node and a cluster j, ED i j means the Euclidean distance between a target node and a node i of cluster j, and N j tn means the total number of nodes in the cluster j. Finally, the classifier will find the shortest Euclidean distance and assign the level of intrusion sensitivity. For example, if a received answer is classified into one cluster, then the corresponding IDS node will be given the sensitivity level the same as that cluster.
Trust Evaluation of a Node. To evaluate the trustworthiness of a node j, we can use a weighted majority method as follows:
where r is a threshold that node j requests alert ranking to those nodes whose trust values are higher than this threshold. T 
Robustness Analysis
The designed CIDN framework and trust management model can achieve good robustness against some common attacks.
Sybil attacks. This attack occurs when a malicious node creates a lot of fake identities. In our trust model, an IDS node should register to a CA and obtain a unique proof identity so that our model can defend against this attack.
Betrayal attacks. This attack occurs when a trusted node becomes a malicious one suddenly. Our model employs a forgetting factor in evaluating the trustworthiness so that we can mitigate this attack.
Newcomer (re-entry) attacks. This attack occurs when a malicious node registers as a new user attempting to erase its bad history [20] . But due to our model begins by giving low initial trust values to all newcomers, our model can handle and mitigate this attack.
Evaluation
In this section, we present a case study to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed trust model. The collaborative network, which consists of 30 nodes equipped with Snort, is randomly distributed in a s × s grid region.
To test the trustworthiness of other nodes in the partner list, each node sends out challenges and queries with an arrival rate μ. Each challenge contains 5 alarms for ranking while each query contains 10 alarms for ranking. We also have two assumptions. 1) For challenges, we assume that an honest node always generates feedback truthfully, while a dishonest node always sends feedback opposite to its truthful judgment. 2) For queries, we assume that all nodes will rank the alarms truthfully. Some simulation parameters are shown in Table. 1. D j i is anti-proportional to the hops between the nodes in the number of grid steps. The feedback satisfaction is classified as: very satisfied (1.0), satisfied (0.5), 
The Effect of Intrusion Sensitivity: A Case Study
We first evaluate the performance of intrusion sensitivity using a metric of survival rate, which is defined as the number of nodes which resist the malicious attack divided by the number of all nodes in the network. In this evaluation, we conduct a worm attack to the above network based on [3] .
In particular, IDS nodes were running RedHat Linux 7.3 and Apache 1.3.23 web server with OpenSSL encryption enabled. Note that this configuration is vulnerable to the Slapper worm. Later, we launch worm attacks and investigate the survival rate under the situations with and without the intrusion sensitivity respectively. We experimented with 1, 3, 5, and 10 protected peers, whereas all other IDS nodes were vulnerable to the worm attack. If this attack hits a protected node, then this node can warn the other nodes for this attack. For each case, we repeated the experiment 10 times during the experiments. In Fig. 3 , we illustrate the average survival rates for different configurations, where N means the number of expert nodes that correlates alerts by considering the intrusion sensitivity. There are two observations in the experiment: -This figure shows that the average survival rate increases with the number of protected nodes since more protected nodes can increase the probability of detecting this attack as early as possible.That is, the attack may hit first protected node earlier and this node can warn other nodes more quickly. -In addition, the average survival rate increases with the number of expert nodes (N ) which consider the intrusion sensitivity. Taking N = 5 for an example, our approach can achieve an average survival rate of nearly 87% while the rate decreases to 80.2% without considering the intrusion sensitivity.
In this experiment, we aim to explore the effect of intrusion sensitivity. It is found that our approach can achieve a higher survival rate under the attack scenario by considering the notion of intrusion sensitivity. In other words, the experimental results indicate that our approach is promising to help detect malicious attacks by emphasizing the impact of expert nodes.
Defending against Betrayal Attacks
The goal of this experiment is to study the robustness of our trust model against betrayal attacks, where a malicious node gains a high trust value but suddenly starts to act dishonestly. In addition, we assume that the malicious nodes will launch a port scanning attack to others. We compare our model with two similar models in literature and analyze the effect of packet-based trust on trust evaluation. The comparison results are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively. Fig. 4 evaluates the trust values of the betraying nodes after launching the betrayal attacks by means of our model and the trust models of [4] and [5] respectively. The observations are described as below:
-By comparing trust models of [4] and [5] , it is found that the Dirichlet-based model [5] can achieve a slight improvement than the model of DSOM [4] , since the Dirichlet-based model adopts a dynamic test message rate and can react more swiftly. -By comparing our model with the other two models, it is visible that our model can make the trust values of malicious nodes drop more quickly. The main reason is that our trust model integrates the intrusion sensitivity and depends on two trust types (feedback-based and packet-based trust). Therefore, our model can be more sensitive to react to malicious behavior. -It is noticeable that by considering the packet-based trust, our model can perform better, since the packet-based trust can evaluate the trustworthiness of a node in packet level. When a node becomes malicious, it will launch port scanning attack so that these malicious packets can be detected by Snort. In this case, it can improve the detection accuracy of malicious peers and make our model react to malicious behaviors faster by considering the packet-based trust. -In addition, Fig. 4 shows that our approach can achieve a similar performance without the packet-based trust, as compared to the Dirichlet-based model [5] . However, our approach can still outperform the model of [5] a bit, since our model integrates the notion of intrusion sensitivity. This makes our trust model be more sensitive to malicious behaviors.
In this work, once the trust values of malicious nodes drop below the trust threshold of 0.8, these nodes can be ignored and their impact is completely eliminated. The experimental results above demonstrate that our proposed trust model is promising and effective in improving the detection accuracy of malicious nodes as compared to similar models.
Defending against Newcomer and Sybil Attacks
Against Newcomer Attacks. For the newcomer (re-entry) attacks in which a malicious node registers as a new user to erase its bad history, we also conduct an experiment to simulate this situation. It is found that our model is robust against this type of attacks as only a lower initial trust value like 0.5 will be assigned to a newcomer. Due to the initial trust value is lower than 0.8, the newcomer cannot join the trust evaluation of other nodes. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 respectively. Fig. 6 shows that the newcomer should first increase its trust values over 0.8 for a period time aiming to join the trust evaluation. However, if this node becomes malicious after its trust value increases to (or over) 0.8, this behavior actually becomes a betrayal attack. Fig. 6 presents that our model is robust against betrayal attack since the trust values of malicious peers will drop quickly. In addition, Fig. 7 shows that the packet-based trust can improve the performance and robustness of our model in detecting malicious peers.
Against Sybil Attacks. Our model is robust to Sybil attacks where a malicious node creates a lot of fake identities, as an IDS node should register to a legitimate CA and obtain a unique proof identity. In addition, the trust value of the new joined node is only 0.5 in which the new node cannot make any negative effect on the performance of the network.
Challenges and Limitations
We have demonstrated the performance of our model in a simulated environment. In this section, we discuss the challenges and limitations of our current work.
-We acknowledge that the current framework may increase some burden for a node, since it needs to send many messages with other nodes. However, the workload can be predicted as these messages are sent in a period of time. To investigate this issue, we have two directions in our future work: 1) studying the performance of our model with different message arrival rate; and 2) exploring the real burden of communication under our framework. -We also acknowledge that it is a big challenge to objectively and correctly assign the values of intrusion sensitivity based on expert knowledge, as experts may have different views regarding the settings of IDS nodes. Therefore, different levels of intrusion sensitivity may be assigned by different experts. To address this issue, we consider one of the potential solutions is to further specify the criterion for evaluating the intrusion sensitivity. -In this work, we have simulated a CIDN environment during the evaluation.
Although it is convenient for us to evaluate the effect of different parameters (e.g., arrival rate) in this simulated environment, it is still a big challenge to test our model in a real environment to investigate its practical performance. We thus consider this as one of our future work.
Conclusion and Future Work
A collaborative intrusion detection network (CIDN) is expected to have more power in detecting attacks in which an IDS can collect information and learn experience from other nodes. In this paper, we advocate that each IDS node may have different levels of sensitivity in detecting different types of intrusions.
We therefore design a trust management model for CIDNs based on the notion of intrusion sensitivity aiming to emphasize the impact of an expert node in identifying malicious nodes. In particular, as a study, we develop an expert knowledge-based KNN classifier that can automatically assign the value of intrusion sensitivity to an IDS node. The experimental results under different attack scenarios show that our approach is more effective and sensitive in detecting malicious peers as compared to other similar trust models. There are many possible topics in further work. Following work could include discussing the calculation of other trust types such as recommendation trust in the trust management model and verifying the impact of the intrusion sensitivity with even larger experiments. Future work could also include evaluating other classifiers in assigning the levels of intrusion sensitivity and investigating the performance of our model in alert aggregation.
